ELT H AM L O D GE
Where Convenience
meets Perfection
John H. Bunney

I N T {O DU CT I O N
The modern Royal Blackheath Golf Club (RBGC) stands in a fine park
that is incredibly peaceful. Setting foot on the Course on an average day,
today’s Golfer, or ‘Goffer’ as a member of the Society of Blackheath Golfers was originally styled, feels as if he or she is in almost sole possession of a
private course. The distractions from this Golfer’s Paradise are the strident
cries of our perennial parakeets and the seasonal off-stage accompaniment of
synchronised epithet-shouting from the Course’s adjoining football pitches.
And yet the RBGC lies well within the M25 girdle, only a little more than
a mile by direct crow from Blackheath on which ‘the Gowff ’ was played
from 1603 with the arrival at Greenwich Palace of James VI and I and his
golf-playing Court until the First World War, and two miles from the
centre of the City of London. What makes it so special are four outstanding
characteristics.
The first is the antiquity of the Club, but I do not intend to repeat here
what has already been written about our golfing history. That has been
well recorded by Henderson and Stirk in their history of Royal Blackheath.
This record was enhanced by Four Hundred Years of the Blackheath
Goffer, which splendidly illustrates our unique and rich collection of golfing
paintings, artefacts and records. There are also a number of monographs by
distinguished Members, notably Past Captain the late Bob Ritchie. My
purpose here is not to re-tread these histories, even though there remain a
number of intriguing puzzles about early golf and golfing societies to solve.
The second asset is Eltham Lodge, our Clubhouse, which is a unique and
architecturally landmark building in the development of English domestic
architecture. Its building was completed over a 3-year period from 1663
-1666, so it is nearly as venerable as the institution of golf on Blackheath
itself. Yet when I began my researches, documents covering the history and
the architectural significance of the building and of its grounds, in a generally accessible or adequate way, just did not exist. The Rev. Dr Thomas
Rowsell’s book on the Lodge (1894) is a rare (and now valuable) book on the
subject but only partially covers the subject. There were occasional articles
about the Lodge such as the Country Life articles in 1919, and two academic
dissertations, but none were generally available nor did any of them fully or
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authoritatively cover the subjects discussed in this work. It has only been in
the last couple of years, with the architecturally-detailed studies of Drury,
Jeffrey, Smith and Wrightson, and with the fruition of this book that tells
the wider story that this yawning gap is filled in.
The third is the rich patina of history in the story of what happened at and
to the Lodge through the lives of its occupants, from the days of the original
owning family to the history of successor 19th-century tenant-occupants
and thence out into the transfer of the Goff from Blackheath to Eltham.
The fourth aspect is the land on which our Course is set. This is a part of
the former Great Park of Eltham Palace and has its own and significant history, from the era when it was dense oak hunting forest, running through
to the garden and park lay-out of 1663, followed by the ‘Romantic’ changes
of the mid-18th century, and finally to the lay-out of the grounds when golf
began to be played.
Not that many houses give a thrill every time one catches sight of them.
All I know, is that I get the same tingle of excitement today as I come
down the drive and catch sight of this most beautiful building as I did when
I arrived at the Club to play my first round of golf over 30 years ago. (I
was speaking to a pair of new Members the other evening, who said that
they too felt a real thrill catching sight of the house as they drove in: ditto
about the interior of the Lodge and their regret as they drive out. So it is
not just me!) To the numerous Members of our many Kindred Clubs who
are very regular visitors and indeed to all who are only occasional visitors
to the Lodge, I hope it will promote a clearer understanding of the treasure
RBGC’s Members are stewards to. While to those who have not visited
it, this will I hope be an encouragement to do so, - whether or not they are
golfers.

Eltham Lodge: Some Local History
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The village of Eltham has been traced back to the time of the Conquest, but
in the spirit of keeping a long-ish tale as snappy as possible, this account begins with the records of the land on which the Lodge stands, from the time
of the succession to the throne of James VI of Scotland and I of England in
1603. Work on the Lodge itself started 60 years after this, but these were six
turbulent decades full of historical events of major national importance, so
a sketched outline of this period is a necessary context-setter.
In 1605, James appointed a commission to survey the lands and tenements of his Manor of Eltham, which had fallen into serious disrepair from
the time of Henry VIII for whom Eltham was possibly his least favourite
Palace. The main buildings of the Palace, with the exception of the Hall
and its principal associated Lodges were in a sorry, - even derelict state.
The survey notes that the three parks, the Great, over which our Course
is spread, the Middle and the Horne, between them covered over 1320 acres
populated by 990 deer and 3040 oaks. The parks were enclosed by walls and
fences and the deer and the oaks inside were of course royal property.
These were evidently very fine hunting parks since James’s frequent and
spirited deer hunts, from early 1606, are well recorded, even bringing visiting nobility and Heads of State here for a good day’s outing. And by then
James (possibly) and his son Prince Henry (certainly) and other members of
the Court and entourage had already begun ‘goYng’ on Blackheath.
The Lord High Treasurer (of Scotland) records payments in 1602 and
1603 to both James’s ‘feathery’ (golf-ball) maker and his golf-club maker.
They were some of the near 3000 souls—tradesmen, businessmen, professionals and Court followers—who migrated with James’s Court from
Edinburgh to London. The Court was their business livelihood and raison
d’etre, so it was a case of must pack and follow.
Our legend—though without supporting documentation—suggests
that in 1608 a Society of Blackheath GoVers was formed. So James, whether hunting his bucks over what are now our fairways, or searching for his
golf-ball among the whins on the Heath, is the genius loci—the guardian
spirit—which for 400 years has connected the GoVers of Blackheath with
the Palace and Eltham Lodge.
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After James, his son Charles I visited Eltham only once, but granted
Queen Henrietta a 99-year lease of the Manor and its lordship. Her trustees were the Earls of Holland (Henrietta’s Chancellor) and of Dorset who
became in eVect the Lords of the Manor from 1641 through the troubled
times which led to the Civil War and the supremacy of Parliament. This
civil strife had a major impact on Eltham for this was strongly Royalist
territory and was occupied by Parliamentary troops putting down the
Rising of Kentish Men in 1648. In the aftermath of the execution of the
King in January 1649, there was a period of general lawlessness during
which ‘soldiers and common people’ tore down the fences that enclosed
the Palace’s parks, killed the deer, laid waste the grounds and ransacked the
Palace. Order was restored in July that year and another survey made of
the remains. Perhaps the most significant outcome of this stock-taking was
that 4000 ‘fine oaks’ were marked for felling, their timber being destined
for the Navy’s ship-building yards at Deptford. A further 4000 trees were
condemned to be sold oV for firewood ‘or other useful purposes’. In 1651,
Colonel Nathaniel Rich, whose men had invested Eltham in 1648, bought
a large part of the estate, but excluding the timber, from the Parliament.
However, in 1655, Parliament judged that there had been a ‘great embezzlement’ of timber and directed that all remaining mature (fit for purpose)
trees be felled for the Navy. With the Restoration of the Monarchy in
1660, the Royal properties and lands were restored to their former owners.
Then in 1663, on land that was once again the Crown’s (and remained
so until 2016), the building of Eltham Lodge began. The Lodge is not just
any old ‘Gent’s Des. Res.’ but occupies a unique place in the architecture
of that Restoration period. As Howard Colvin, who was the architectural
authority, puts it (writing in the context of ‘gentrified’ building around
Greenwich Palace),

the use and style of the interiors of many rooms have changed over time.
One major make-over was undertaken in about 1752, while lesser ones followed around 1839 and then again in the late 19th and early 20th centuries
as the Lodge’s occupancy and usage changed.
The Park, part of which our Course now covers, and the Lodge’s original gardens are also of interest because through plans, maps and documents
we can follow critically important stages in the evolution of the English
garden and its landscaping. With the help of maps and paintings we can
reconstruct, with reasonable certainty, the look of the land our Course has
occupied from 1664 to the present day.
But almost certainly first, in terms of general interest, will be the principal characters that populate the history of the Lodge over 220-plus years.
Here, we begin with Sir John Shaw, 1st Baronet, one of the more intriguing players involved in the politics of the Commonwealth and the Restoration, and conclude with the last tenant, Mrs ‘Ben’ Wood, and her niece
Kitty O’Shea, the lover and later wife of one of the best-known of the early
Irish Nationalists, Charles Stewart Parnell.

‘Hugh May’s Eltham Lodge (1664) is one of the first and best examples (as well
as being) the most important house of this (transitional) phase (of brick-built
houses) in the late 17th and early 18th centuries …’
Externally, the main Lodge building looks much as it did when first built,
with the exception of the construction in the early 1840s at the north-east
corner of a room that is now the Secretary’s oYce. Internally, however,
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The Early Shaws
History is nothing without context. And while for the RBGC and its
present Clubhouse that history might appear to begin with the Lodge’s
creator, the ‘banker’ Sir John Shaw (1615–1679), 1st Baronet, for whom
it was built, we should step back a generation to see whence he came and
where the family wealth originated.
robe rt shaw (1576–1678), John’s father, was a self-made man, becoming a prosperous vintner, merchant trader and property owner in the
City of London. The Shaw family are noted in Cheshire in the 15th century. Robert’s father was a well-oV merchant who lived at Haslington near
Sandbach in Cheshire, but Robert, at some early point in his youth, quit
Cheshire and took himself oV to London, starting oV in 1594 as an apprentice to William RelV who became Master of the Vintners’ Company in
1599. Robert completed his apprenticeship in 1601. In 1611, he married
Elizabeth whose father John Domilowe (or Domilawe) was a City merchant living in Mincing Lane, who owned a (wine) cellar located under
the present Vintners’ Hall and was himself a Past Master of the Company.
It was from here that Robert Shaw learned his trade and built his business,
which in London included the ownership of a large Inn on Borough High
Street and some 12 acres of land around the City.
Wine had long been one of England’s key import trades. In 1623, Shaw
bought the oYce of wine licences for £18,000—equivalent to £4.3 million
today (note 1) but which gave him control over the immensely valuable
wine trade. In the 15th century, wine imports amounted to a third of all
inward trade but by the 16th century the trade was in decline, though it
experienced something of a revival under the early Stuarts. The Vintners
attempted to restore their fortunes but were involved with Charles I in an
ill-judged and ill-fated venture to produce a ‘clairet’ (claret) wine commercially in Ireland. But the Vintners’ prestige and the value of their trade
suVered principally from penal taxation under the Parliament and Cromwell. (Not a lot has changed there!)
In Robert’s time, for most City merchants export was as important
as import. Here the other important staple had long been the export of
woollen goods, first to Europe and then (by the mid-1600s) via the Low
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(Best-Shaw/
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Countries to the profitable new Levant and East India markets. Both the
Monarchy and Parliament and Cromwell, as a basis of economic policy,
stuck to the paramount importance of finding, maintaining and monopolising export outlets for English woollen cloth. Wool, or woollen cloth,
was almost certainly a major component of Robert’s business activities,
and indeed wine eventually married into wool, but not before Robert’s
son John’s marriage (of which more below).
This was a period when there was fierce commercial and maritime competition between England and the Dutch (despite their being largely fellow
Protestants in a largely Catholic Europe). The Dutch having wrested their
independence from the Spanish were developing lucrative new markets
(principally spices) from their parts of the East Indies. This was another
source of friction with the English who had their own colonial trading
ambitions there.
But like many of the more energetic of the City merchant adventurers,
Shaw had a wider commercial vision and by 1649 had established a Shaw
commercial presence as one of the significant number of expatriate English
merchants (‘the England House’) based in Antwerp. His eye was not just
on the English market but on the profitable wine trade from Spain and the
Canaries and also selling into the Baltic market.
Robert Shaw was remarkable in his longevity. The precise year of his
birth cannot be confirmed. Birth certificates did not exist then and researches have failed to discover his Christening records, so we cannot be absolutely
sure about his age. The Shaw family believe that he was 102 in the year of
his death, 1668.
This was an age when survival beyond 50 was already considered a long
life, but Robert lived to be double that. Indeed, when he was elected Master of the Vintners’ Company in 1636, he would doubtless already have
been thought of by the majority of the Company as an ‘Old Fogey’. But
he then went on busily for a further 40 years.
The painting of Robert on page 28 is by Wallerant Vaillant (1623–1677)
who, in the last decade of his life, was working in Amsterdam as a Court
artist to the Prince of Orange. The paper Robert holds states in Latin ‘Aetatis Suae 100 Anno 1676’ (i.e. the sitter was 100 years old in 1676).
The Vintners’ Company painting of their former Master is a copy made
by another Antwerp artist, F. ScheVer (who was working in England in

the period 1700–1711). This is the painting that hangs in state in the Vintners’ Company’s Court Room. The original Vaillant painting is held by
the Shaw family (note 2) and can be seen on the wall of Cheshunt Great
Hall (Fig 50).
The sitter in this painting is clearly still firm of face and hand. Since there
is no evidence that Vaillant ever worked in (or even travelled to) England,
the question is where it was painted. Did Robert, a truly intrepid centenarian, take ship across the North Sea for his sitting? If he did, he will
presumably have also fitted in a check of the books of the family business in Antwerp, being carried on there by his sons. But Sir John would
almost certainly have known Vaillant because he knew the art world of
Antwerp and Amsterdam, as evidenced by his central role in the financial
negotiations that saw Charles II’s art collection, which had been in hock,
redeemed. Did he arrange a one-oV commission for Vaillant (who would
have been 53) to make a trip to paint Old Robert in London? The latter
hypothesis may be a more prosaic story but would seem to be the more
likely proposition.
By the time of his death, Old Robert had outlived most of his sons, and
even some of his grandsons. Indeed his principal heir, John (the 1st Baronet), survived his father by only a year. Robert’s surviving will, originally
cast in 1668, was then recast successively in 1670, 1671 and 1675 with a final
Codicil in 1678 which remembered great-grandchildren including the seven grandchildren of his daughter Margaret.
Unfortunately, the will of the grand old patriarch reveals no helpful
details of his business activities in Antwerp, but does show that he was a
very substantial property owner in the City of London having several sets
of properties located around his principal residence at Shaw’s Court. The
rental income was divided up among his numerous children and grandchildren. While the wills do not reveal the scope and scale of Robert’s business
activities, the size of the property holdings, and the secondary financial
bequests alone, if taken as an indicator of wealth, suggest that his heir, ‘our’
John Shaw, inherited a very substantial fortune.
sir john shaw , 1st barone t was born in 1615 in Shaw’s Court, the
second son of Robert Shaw.
No documentary evidence enlightens us about John’s early years and
education. Later generations of Shaw eldest sons went to Oxford, but not,
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apparently, this John. It would be credible that he was apprenticed to an
established Vintner Freeman—as his father had been—but he is not listed
in the Company’s comprehensive list of Apprentices.
Nonetheless, John’s will prescribes various legacies to be paid to his
younger sons for their maintenance during their apprenticeships and for
lump sums to be paid on their attaining the degree of Freemen. So even if
none were, as might have been expected, apprenticed to Vintners, the fact
that the 1st Baronet took his sons down the City’s Apprenticeship route is
a clear indication that he believed this was the necessary preparation for becoming one of the elite of the business, commercial and above all financial
world that was the City of London.
John did not marry until 1649 when he was 34, marrying Sarah, daughter
of Joseph Ashe (1617–1686), who was himself the 3rd son of James Ashe, a
City of London cloth merchant. The Ashes came originally from Somerset
where they were substantial wool merchants. A census of Exeter citizens in
1676 shows that 80% of them were engaged in one way or another with
the woollen cloth trade. The Shaw wealth was by now very substantial,
and his bride, coming from a wealthy wool-merchant’s family, would
not only have brought an appreciable dowry with her, but would have
tied the Shaws dynastically into the lucrative woollen goods trade. And
in 1661, Shaw, with five or six other leading merchants dealing with the
Low Countries, was appointed by the House of Commons to investigate
and report on the problems that the British engaged in the wool trade were
experiencing with the Dutch.
Joseph Ashe (subsequently knighted) was, like his son-in-law, one of the
leading activist supporters of Charles in exile. His will (probated in 1645)
left estates in Somerset and monetary legacies to the amount of over £5000
(£865,000 today).

THE SHAWS AND ANTWE₡P

We next find John established in Antwerp. Documentary evidence firmly
places him there by the 1650s along with his younger brother George. But
he was not the first of the family to establish a commercial presence there.
Old Robert Shaw’s 1668 will gives a clearer idea of the Shaw family’s
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(Best-Shaw/Julian
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Antwerp connection, for it mentions a grandchild, ‘Vanhardus’ (as it appears in Robert Shaw’s will), who is named as the third son of his ‘dearest’ deceased and ‘eldest’ son Robert, ‘residing at Antwerp’. Other documentary evidence shows that the Shaw family business was still trading
there and indeed operating into Brussels and Spain after the Restoration.
‘Vanhardus’ suggests that the father, Robert, Old Robert’s eldest son, had
married into a Dutch family but of this no trace has yet been recovered,
(not e 3).
A significant and well-established English merchant community had implanted themselves in Antwerp by the late 15th century. In 1510, the ‘England House’ was the Antwerp HQ of the Merchant Adventurers. They
were founded in the early 14th century and held the monopoly on the cloth
trade to Antwerp. Their HQ was located (appropriately) in the Woolstraat
close by ‘the English Bourse’ (n o te 4). By the mid-16th century, there
were at least 100 resident English merchants. But in 1560, the Spanish King
forbade the import of finished cloth goods from England.
While the importance of the wool trade into Europe via Antwerp sharply
declined from 1560 (note 5), the Bourse remained a key foreign exchange
market for the English Government when they needed to raise substantial
sums of money (not e 6). Elizabeth I is recorded as sending her counsellor
Thomas Gresham to raise money because London as a financial centre did
not have suYcient capacity to handle such trades. By the 1600s, Amsterdam had supplanted Antwerp as a foreign exchange market.
Antwerp, which had at one time been part of the Duchy of Burgundy,
had by the early 1600s broken the power of the Hanseatic League trading
bloc and had made itself into the most important commercial entrepots
for export trade of all sorts. Antwerp merchants, for example, routinely
bought up both Baltic grain before the harvest and (more relevant to this
story) did the same by ‘futures’ buying of French wine en primeur. French
wine was the largest commodity by volume traded into the Baltic. (French
salt ran it a close second.) Having secured their grape harvest, the casks
were shipped to Antwerp and there kept in waiting. The vendanges fall in
the early to late autumn, and here we are talking principally Bordeaux and
Burgundy, so by the time casks could have reached Antwerp, the Baltic
would already have been severely disrupted by icing. Clients in that era
bought in ‘barriques’ (barrels) rather than bottles, and so the best place they
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could look to for buying out of bond would have been somewhere like
Antwerp where all was ready to exploit the earliest onward shipments with
the Baltic spring thaws.
By the time John Shaw and family set up in Antwerp, the business was
clearly very prosperous—despite all political vicissitudes. For from early
on, John Shaw (in Antwerp) is consistently referred to as either ‘vintner
and banker’ or ‘merchant and banker’, which suggests that, along with the
wine trade, the ‘flat woollen’ goods business was still an important part of
their activities. During John’s time in Antwerp, the family business would
seem gradually to have moved from being principally a commercial trading house (wine and woollen goods) to a financial house—the size of the
sums in cash that Shaw advanced to Charles II during his exile are those that
only a banking house would have had the resources to arrange and manage.
The original Shaw family business in Antwerp (wine and wool) had either been wound down or sold on by the time of John’s return to London—
records of the activities of Antwerp’s foreign trading houses (Guilds) fell
victim of fire-bombing destruction during the Second World War. But by
then, he appears to have been operating principally as a merchant banker.
It is interesting to note that Shaw did not become a member of the Vintners’ Company, as might have been expected. Nor did his father Old Robert leave the Company any bequests in his will—as was customary for Past
Masters. The Shaw link with the Vintners thereafter lapsed until the 20th
century.
Later, the Shaws developed strong trading connections with the Levant
and the East Indies. In Antwerp, they would have had the perfect place
whence they could grow the business and maximise their profits. Indicators
of these are references to important interests in colonial trade, including
with the Dutch East India Company. Moreover Joseph Ashe, his fatherin-law, was a Director of the (English) East India Company. Sir John Shaw
was himself appointed to the Council for Plantations (Virginia principally). Subsequent Shaw descendants—sons of the 2nd Baronet—are noted as
being engaged in the Levant trade.

JOHN SHAW OF ANTWE₡P,
FINANCIE₡ OF THE EXILED KING
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Then, as now, business gets involved with party politics, principally with
an eye to the main chance. But in Old Robert’s time, dynamic businessman
though he undoubtedly was, political allegiance had an unusual degree of
importance, and a man’s trade often dictated his politics. The nation was
divided into two camps: on one side the Parliamentarians and Puritans,
and on the other the Royalists—or more vulgarly into Roundheads (not e
7) and Cavaliers. Individual citizens had a tricky time, deciding in which
camp to stand, and for how long. Although politics and business are uneasy
bedfellows, the majority of Merchant Companies of the City of London
sided with the Parliament (at least until Cromwell’s ill-fated intention of
waging an ideological war against Catholic Spain), rather than fighting
wars to protect their commercial advantages.
However, the Vintner Shaws were King’s men, and our John Shaw was
not just a committed, but also a very active Royalist (note 8). During his
time in Antwerp, he eVectively acted as a discreet banker to the King over
the Water, the future Charles II, providing him and the Royalist cause
with substantial funding during their exile. Shaw was also a confidant and
business adviser of Edward Hyde (who was to become Lord Chancellor,
1658–1667, and later Earl of Clarendon), Charles’s principal adviser in exile
(note 9). Hyde had the diYcult task, with little means, of keeping the
exiled King, his Court and followers a credible and potent political force.
For Louis XIV sought to get the exiled Charles into a position of dependency on his largesse, with the concomitant favours that would be called in
if Charles regained his throne. This was something that Charles was careful
to avoid, so the financial backing of someone like Shaw bulked very large
in enabling Charles to have the necessary wiggle-room.
The Royalists, before becoming exiles, by and large depended on rents
from estates and property for their daily £.s.d. Cut oV from those sources,
they had to live on their wits and depend on the (often sorely stretched)
generosity of friends and hosts, and through raising credit or discreet loans/
finance, such as John Shaw regularly provided to the King. Hyde/Clarendon observed that without Shaw the King would have had no bread to eat.
He also provided £1810—£478,000 in today’s money but of course with a
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significantly higher purchasing power—for the purchase of arms.
Correspondence shows Shaw providing Hyde, both for his own and
for Charles’s general use, monthly sums of 1000 Florins, and periodically
larger sums of 3000 or 4000 Florins (or Gulden). Over the first six months
of 1657 alone, Shaw had advanced Charles and his aVairs 15,000 Dutch Florins—amounting in today’s values to £125,000. He also acted as Charles’s
personal banker, witnessed by a loan note, dated June 1657 and signed by
Charles, for a loan amounting to 2500 Florins (or £21,000), repayable in a
year at 8% interest! (not e 10)
Rather than converting these sums into today’s monetary values, it is
perhaps more relevant to understand what such sums would have been
worth in those times. So, for example, in Holland in the 1650s a personal
estate of 10,000 Florins (+/-£83,000 at today’s values) was considered to
be what a well-to-do person would be worth. In England, the highest paid
Government oYcials would have been on annual salaries of £350–£400
(£70,000+/- today). But the obligations on a Royal purse went deeper and
wider, so Shaw’s financial help was essential to keep the Royal ship afloat.
Shaw wasn’t just a discreet financier of the cause. He was also involved
in clandestine dealings designed to advance Charles’s cause in England.
An interesting exchange of letters shows Charles approving a scheme of
Shaw’s to send an agent secretly to England, but advising Shaw to tell his
man to be careful about carrying documents, ‘because the French ships doe
occasionally searche the packett vessels’. Whatever the mission, Charles was
satisfied with the outcome, because in another letter he commanded Shaw
to send the returned agent ‘privily to my Closett’; Charles here signs himself
‘Yr Affectionat Friende’.

At the Restoration, and with family fortunes already well established in
the Low Countries, John obviously decided that the next great opportunities for him lay back in Restoration England.
Lending money to the impecunious Charles was a sizeable commercial
risk, but with the Restoration, the risk paid oV and John was sitting pretty
with the new regime. In 1660, Charles issued a warrant for £20,000 (or, at

today’s values, something over £4 million), to pay to Sir John, as he now
was, for he had been invested as Knight in July 1660. This warrant would
be equivalent to repayment of an annual borrowing of £2000 from Shaw
over the 10 years of Charles’s exile—a sum which the figures quoted above
for a six month period in 1657 would support (note 11). It is not clear
if this warranted sum was ever actually paid. As Pepys’ accounts relate,
there was all too often an elastic distance between the issuing of a Royal
payment warrant and the money actually being found. Whether Shaw’s
loans during the exile period were fully repaid or not, Shaw was also given
an annual pension of £500 (£115,000 today)—more than most Ministers
were paid.
John Shaw continued to act as financier to the King’s Privy Purse, for in
1661, he was advancing Charles £4000 in silver and gold coin—the gold
guinea came into being in the 1660s—and another £4000 to pay for a pearl
necklace for Charles’s sister-in-law, the Duchess of York, the two loans
together amounting to close to £1.6 million at today’s rates.
Charles and his brother, like their father, were passionate art collectors.
Much of the Royal collection had been pawned during Charles’s exile. But
come the day, Shaw also provided the funding to purchase (or more likely
redeem) one group of 22 and another of 50 paintings. The larger group was
valued at 20,860 Florins, equivalent to £170,000 in today’s money, while
the smaller group of 22 was valued at £500 (£115,000 today). Yet the group
of 22 included a ‘small’ Holbein portrait of Henry VIII—possibly the one
now in the Thyssen Collection in Madrid—a number of Tintorettos and
Van Dycks. This provides a fascinating insight into what was considered
truly valuable in those days, where a string of pearls, however sumptuous
they must have been, far outstripped the value of paintings by artists who
fetch millions a canvas at auction today. But this was the age when a rare
colour of tulip probably fetched more at the tulip auctions at Mr Bourse’s
house (which was a trading house in Amsterdam whose name became the
term for exchange) than a Holbein!
On 15 April 1665, Sir John was created 1st Baronet Shaw of the City of
London, without any critical cries of ‘cash for peerages’. And he was not
just ennobled but also further enriched, for he was appointed to a number of lucrative positions including appointment as Commissioner of the
Customs of London (1660–1662) and appointed Treasurer of the Garrison
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of Dunkirk. From 1662 to 1671 he was Farmer of the Customs. The idea
of Farmers of Customs originated in the time of James. The King, always
needy for the readies, and unable to await the receipt of revenues earned
through taxation, oVered a syndicate of wealthy merchants the right to
‘farm’ customs dues received in return for a substantial financial consideration paid in a lump to the Monarch—£30,000 per annum (£5.5 million
today). Charles II’s financial aVairs were notably strained, so the ready cash
from Shaw and his fellow Syndicate members, Sir Nicholas Crisp, Sir John
Harrison and three others, would have been most welcome. He was also
from 1669 Collector of Inward Customs for the Port of London. Other
positions which oVered generous money-making opportunities were his
membership of the Council for Trade (1660–1668) and the Council for
Foreign Plantations (1661–1670), both nice little earners. In 1661, he became MP for Lyme Regis and remained so until his death in 1679. In 1674,
he was made one of the Surveyors of the Royal Forests.
Pepys always rated him highly, ‘a very grave and fine gentleman’. Shaw
was not only one of the greatest merchants of his time but also sat (appointed under Royal Patronage) on several non-Governmental committees,
the equivalent of inserting himself into what would be today a number of
highly remunerative and influential Non-Executive Directorial positions.
In 1667, Pepys quotes Sir William Coventry, Commissioner of both the
Treasury and the Navy, observing of Shaw’s eminence in the business/political interface of the time that he was:

At this time, Shaw’s town house was in ‘Great Southampton Square’.
This address is known today as Bloomsbury Square which was laid out in
the 1660s by the 4th Earl of Southampton as the first garden square and
originally bore his name. Pepys records that it was taxed on ‘22 hearths’, so
a substantial residence indeed. Eltham Lodge has about the same number of
hearths. In 1662, Charles II had brought in the Hearth (or Chimney) Tax to
make up the deficit in the cost of the Royal Household. So Sir John would
have been paying a further 88 shillings a year beyond his very substantial
loans, to support his Sovereign’s needs. But this is very small beer when set
against the probable earnings from his position as Farmer of Customs.

SHAW AND ELTHAM LODGE

In other words, Shaw had his fingers in a large number of profitable pies.
He was a Big Player.
In 1668, Pepys was ‘a little vexed’ because Shaw had complained to the
Navy Board—in Pepys’ absence—that Pepys had been behind the decision
of the Clerk at Woolwich ropeyard to reject as sub-standard 15 or 16 tons
of hemp out of a consignment of 35 tons Shaw had sent there. The Board,
however, confirmed to Shaw that they concurred with Pepys’ decision.

Henry VIII, although born at the Palace, had disliked Eltham but set what
was to become a precedent for future Sovereigns by giving it and its lands
as a life-interest wedding present to his consort. In Henry’s case, the first
recipient of this gift was Anne Boleyn. And so it followed that Henrietta,
widow of Charles I, was also given Eltham Palace and its estates as a life
interest. But in 1663, Henrietta, acting according to the wishes of her son,
King Charles II, granted Sir John leases of the ruined Palace buildings and
its surrounding lands—principally the Great Park.
This lease was at a peppercorn rent but required an annual ‘fine’ to be
paid by the lessee to the Crown on pain of forfeiture of the lease. The lease
also required that the Lessee reside at the Lodge again on pain of forfeiture.
Initially, parts of the former Palace and its lands were leased by two other
Royalists, Sir Richard Crisp (brother of Sir Nicholas mentioned above
as one the Customs Farming syndicate led by Shaw), Colonel Thomas
Panton and initially by Robert Shaw, Sir John’s father who was probably
helping to underwrite the initial costs.
Shaw ‘paid’ in all £3070 (£619,000 today) and an annual rent of £10 to
acquire the leases covering the entirety of the Palace and grounds. Ninety per cent of this represented the cost of the 600 acres of the Great Park.
On this, Shaw had covenanted to build two brick houses. These were the
Lodge and its dependent stables courtyard building, which were completed in 1665. So having spent the equivalent today of £2 million on all of this,
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‘A miracle of a man, for he thinks he executes more places than any man in
England … [for he was] Surveyor of some of the King’s woods, and so reckoned
up many other places [positions] he held, the most inconsistent (greatly varied)
in the world.’

eltham lodge

running head
Fig 7: The Queen
Henrietta lease of the
Lodge
( R B GC)
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eltham lodge
Fig 8: Eltham, Eltham
Palace (St John’s
Court) and Sir John
Shaw’s property
John Rocque’s map,
1746 (British Library)

running head

he then successfully petitioned the Crown for an extended 90-year lease.
Having been given this valuable ‘Thank-you’, the problem for Shaw
was that none of the surviving main Palace buildings were habitable or
indeed suitable as a place of status for a person of wealth and standing. The
various Lodges were also partly or wholly in ruins (n o te 12). So Shaw
commissioned the building of his new house on the Great Park.
In 1661, Shaw’s son John was born but in 1662 his wife Sarah died. The
babe who was to become the 2nd Baronet was not left motherless for long
because in June 1663 Sir John married again. His new wife was Bridget,
daughter of Sir William Drury and widow of Charles Needham, 4th Viscount Kilmorey.
That they celebrated their marriage at Eltham Parish Church is a strong
indicator that Shaw had by then already been granted Eltham, so getting
married in the parish was an earnest of intent even though the Lodge was
not yet built. And although Shaw had substantial property in the City, he
and his new wife appear to have settled at Eltham even while the Lodge
was being built.
One attraction of Eltham for the Shaws could have been that it was out
of the City and therefore would keep his young family well away from
further outbreaks of the Plague or fire—factors that made Eltham attractive to the well-to-do by the 18th century. Another would have been its
proximity to the Court, for from the outset Charles II had wanted above all
things to make Greenwich into a Palace to rival Louis XIV’s Versailles, and
so visited there quite regularly. He only abandoned his grandiose plans for
its development for want of money in 1669, turning instead to Windsor.
Sir John and Bridget had three more children—two sons and a daughter—but their lives at Eltham during and after the building of the Lodge
is a blank page, with one exception. Signally, the King paid the Shaws the
rare privilege of a Royal Visit to Eltham shortly after the building had
been completed, when he stood as godfather to John and Bridget’s firstborn, Charles. Such a visit is testament to the closeness of the relationship
between Monarch and his faithful financier.
The record picks up again with Sir John’s will in 1679, only a year after
his own father’s death. Under this, Bridget gained a life interest in and use
of the Bloomsbury Square town house and had the guardianship of John
(2nd Baronet) and their own children, Charles, Robert and Elizabeth. John
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Fig 9: Bridget (née
Drury), 4th Viscountess
Kilmorey,
second wife of Sir John
Shaw, 1st Baronet
(Best-Shaw/Julian
Calder)

Fig 5: Sarah, née
Ashe, 1st wife of Sir
John Shaw, 1st Baronet
(Best-Shaw/Julian
Calder)

